Prof. Dr. Eckhard Hein


Workshop ‘Post-Keynesian Macroeconomics and Modelling’

Berlin School of Economics and Law, 12 – 13 May 2016

Badensche Str. 50-51, Room B 1.01

Speakers and presentations

- Daniel Detzer (Berlin School of Economics and Law): The deleveraging process in debt-led private demand boom economies: analysis within a stock-flow consistent model
- Dirk Ehnts (Bard College Berlin): The euro zone crisis: what would John Maynard do?
- Sebastian Gechert (Macroeconomic Policy Institute, IMK, Düsseldorf): Heterogeneity of the marginal propensity to consume: evidence from SOEP
- Eckhard Hein (Berlin School of Economics and Law): Autonomous government expenditure growth, deficits, debt and distribution in a neo-Kaleckian growth model
- Hansjörg Herr (Berlin School of Economics and Law): Framework for a post-Keynesian paradigm
- Marc Lavoie (University of Ottawa, University of Paris XIII): Long-run convergence in a neo-Kaleckian open-economy model with autonomous export growth
- Srinivas Raghavendra (National University of Ireland, Galway): Effective demand under financialization
- Claudio Sardoni (University of Rome, La Sapienza): Sustainability of full employment in the presence of budget deficits
- Achim Truger (Berlin School of Economics and Law): Perspectives for expansionary fiscal policies in the EU: Some simple calculations based on fiscal multipliers and endogenous ‘potential growth’
- Rafael Wildauer (Kingston University): Expenditure cascades or property bubbles? Determinants of household debt in OECD countries

Please register by sending an e-mail with your name and affiliation to:

Ayoze Alfageme: s_alfageme@stud.hwr-berlin.de

Deadline for registration: May 6, 2016
Preliminary programme

Thursday, 12 May 2016

13:00 – 13:30 Refreshments, Welcome
13:30 – 16:00, Chair: Eckhard Hein

• Srinivas Raghavendra (National University of Ireland, Galway): Effective demand under financialization
• Rafael Wildauer (Kingston University): Expenditure cascades or property bubbles? Determinants of household debt in OECD countries
• Sebastian Gechert (Macroeconomic Policy Institute, IMK, Düsseldorf): Heterogeneity of the marginal propensity to consume: evidence from SOEP

16:00 – 16:30 Coffee break

16:30 – 18:00, Chair: Marc Lavoie

• Claudio Sardoni (University of Rome, La Sapienza): Sustainability of full employment in the presence of budget deficits
• Achim Truger (Berlin School of Economics and Law): Perspectives for expansionary fiscal policies in the EU: Some simple calculations based on fiscal multipliers and endogenous ‘potential growth’

19:00 Dinner with speakers

Friday, 13 May 2016

9:00 – 10:30, Chair: Claudio Sardoni

• Daniel Detzer (Berlin School of Economics and Law): The deleveraging process in debt-led private demand boom economies: analysis within a stock-flow consistent model
• Dirk Ehnts (Bard College Berlin): The euro zone crisis: what would John Maynard do?

10:30 – 11:00 Coffee break

11:00 – 13:30, Chair: Srinivas Raghavendra

• Marc Lavoie (University of Ottawa, University of Paris XIII): Long-run convergence in a neo-Kaleckian open-economy model with autonomous export growth
• Eckhard Hein (Berlin School of Economics and Law): Autonomous government expenditure growth, deficits, debt and distribution in a neo-Kaleckian growth model
• Hansjörg Herr (Berlin School of Economics and Law): Framework for a post-Keynesian paradigm

14:00 Lunch with speakers
Address

Hochschule für Wirtschaft und Recht Berlin  
(Berlin School of Economics and Law)  
Campus Schöneberg  
Badensche Straße 52  
10825 Berlin  
www.hwr-berlin.de

Arriving by public transport

Bus
Bus 104: Bus stop Kufsteiner Straße  
Bus M48, M85, 187, 248: Bus stop S+U Innsbrucker Platz

U-Bahn
U4, U7: Metro station Bayerischer Platz  
U4: Metro station Rathaus Schöneberg  
U7, U9: Metro station Berliner Straße

S-Bahn
S41, S42, S44, S47: Train station Innsbrucker Platz